This wiki serves as a portal to information about courses (upcoming offerings, syllabi, past evaluations, books), to course wikis and news about alums and the CCT monthly news for the Critical and Creative Thinking graduate program at the University of Massachusetts Boston and its Science in a Changing World track (as well as the Liberal and Interdisciplinary Studies concentration).

- Please use this form for all inquiries, notice of events, contact updates, career updates, web/wiki glitches, suggestions, resources for us to put in news/calendar, etc.
- For information about CCT or SICW studies, visit the CCT website or SICW website.

Two different wikis, Critical, Creative and Reflective Practice and Science in a Changing World, are now the primary places for building communities that extend beyond the formal programs of study. Archival links to past projects are given at the bottom of this wikipage.

**Current active wiki links**

CCT & SICW community

- [CCT monthly news](#)
- [News and reflections from alums](#)
- [Testimonials of graduates](#)
- [Audio reflections from graduates](#)
- [How graduates build on their CCT studies](#)
- [How graduates build on their SICW studies](#)
- [Open Houses](#)

CCT & SICW studies

- [Courses offered](#) (descriptions, syllabi samples, schedule of upcoming offerings)
- [Other useful links, for Students](#) (including the Student Handbook and many others)
- [Other useful links, for Faculty](#)

Course wikis

[CrCrTh601], Critical Thinking
[CrCrTh602], Creative Thinking (experimental hybrid fall version)
[CrCrTh611], Design for Living Complexities (summer)
[CrCrTh612], Creative Thinking at Work (summer)
Critical and Creative Thinking

CrCrTh616, Dialogue Processes
CrCrTh618, Creative Thinking, Collaboration and Organizational Change
CrCrTh618su, Creative Thinking, Collaboration and Organizational Change (summer semester only)
CrCrTh619, Biomedical Ethics
CrCrTh627, Anti-Racist and Multicultural Education
CrCrTh630, Criticism & Creativity in the Literature & Arts (hybrid fall version)
CrCrTh640, Environment, Science & Society: Critical Thinking
CrCrTh645, Biology in Society: Critical Thinking
CrCrTh649, Scientific and Political Change
CrCrTh650, Mathematical Thinking (hybrid fall version)
CrCrTh653, Epidemiological Thinking and Population Health
CrCrTh655, Metacognition
CrCrTh659, Processes of Research & Engagement
CrCrTh693, Action Research for Educational, Professional and Personal Change
CrCrTh694, Synthesis of Theory and Practice
WoSt597, Gender, Race & the Complexities of Science & Technology

Past Projects

Projects, past and current
Exchange & Inquiry within courses
Links to allied organizations and projects *
Ning *
Summaries & Substantive Statements *
Wikispaces instructions
Sandbox

* After May '12 migrating to the Critical, Creative and Reflective Practice wiki.